Winter 2012/13
Editorial

Ralph
Atherton

There are 17 pages this time with just the first 8 in the printed posted newsletter. I have
gone to town on the Morecambe Bay crossing, so you will have to look at the website
to see if you appear in the further photographs of this trip on page nine. The full website
edition also includes our Dolgellau weekend and an important article on incident
training by Brian Griffiths who, in another article, tells us about his adventures in Nepal.
I was very pleased that members have hearkened to my calls for “letters to the editor”
and for the first time, we have some. I hope this will be a regular feature, so please do
send some for the Summer 2013 edition. I also welcome other matters of interest from
“rank and file” members so have also been very pleased to publish contributions from
Tony Walker and a humorous one from Steve Osborne. You will also see Sandra’s note
on the third highly successful Bollington Walking Festival.
East Cheshire Ramblers will be celebrating its 40th anniversary in 2013 with a programme of events (see our anniversay logo above and our Chairman’s article on page
three and on the website - Members Area/Diary Dates).
I have been analysing walk numbers for the first six months of 2012 and comparing
them with the same period in 2010 and 2011. There are some interesting trends but I
will not publish a full analysis until I have received and analysed the numbers for the
second half of 2012. However, here is a “taster”:
The average number of walkers on weekend walks increased from 13 to 14 from 2010
to 2012, whereas those on midweek walks (Tuesday and Wednesday) decreased from
16 to 14. But the Thursday walks are catching on and average numbers increased from
9 in 2011 to 11 in 2012 balancing out the decrease on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. For
some time we have been aware that numbers on midweek walks were significantly
higher than at weekends for short, medium and long walks, but for the first 6 months of
2012 the difference has disappeared as weekend numbers have risen. It will be interesting to see if these trends continue into the second half of the year.

AGM - November 2012

David
Bates

Our AGM was held on Saturday 10 November, 2012 at Macclesfield Tennis Club,
preceded by a 5½ mile walk from Gawsworth, led by Jane Gay.
The AGM was attended by 31 members plus our Special Guest, from Ramblers Central
Office, Mr Justin Bend who gave an interesting and informative presentation on
Ramblers Routes, and encouraged all members to become actively involved in supporting and using this IT driven package for recording your walks. If there is sufficient
interest, a minimum of 10 members is required, a one day workshop on using Ramblers
Routes can be organised. For more information and to view the system, go to
www.ramblersroutes.org.
There are so many members involved in the running of Ramblers East Cheshire Group;
the Chairman thanked all those involved in providing a first class service that benefits
everyone.
Next year is our 40th Anniversary Year, and a schedule of events has been prepared,
and will be kept updated as the year progresses. This will be sent electronically to
members.
It is unfortunate that Grenham Ireland is retiring after three years in the post of Footpath
Secretary. Our best wishes go with him. A successor is being sought, but to-date no
one has volunteered for this position. A contingency plan is in operation to cover the
role, until a permanent Footpath Secretary is appointed.
There is a new walk being developed by Alan Catherall and John Goodman, and
discussions with other interested parties are progressing. More news when developments become firmer. (See “From your Chairman”)
Next Year’s Budget has been approved by Central Office, and similar to this year,
expenditure will be towards footpath projects, new and maintenance of existing.
Membership has declined slightly, and needs to be addressed. With 2013 being our
40th Anniversary Year, it provides a good platform to develop ways to attract and retain
members.
The short walks of 4 to 4½ miles, named “The Strollers” are proving popular. These are
not contained in the walk programme. They provide an enjoyable way for members
from the usual three walking groups to meet, walk, and have lunch.
Overall, it was an enjoyable and varied day, interesting topics raised, and for all to think
about.
Many thanks to Jane Gay for leading the walk, and organising the venue together with
refreshments.
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The new committee photographed by Ian Mabon.
From L to R: Ken Hobbs (treasurer), Mike Bull, David Bates (secretary), David Gylee (chairman), Jane
Gay, Alan Catherall, Roger Norton. Brian Griffiths our membership secretary was unable to attend.

From your Chairman

David
Gylee

So, the AGM has taken place and (with the exception of Grenham Ireland leaving) the
committee has been invited to “carry on”. I think it is now appropriate to look forward
to the very full and exciting programme ahead for the East Cheshire Group.
Next year we will be celebrating our 40th Anniversary. Some of the dates have still to
be finalised, but I would like to share with you details of those events that are planned
so far.
We will launch the 40th Anniversary with a commemorative walk in memory of the late
Joyce Blanchard. Earlier this year the Group funded footpath improvements to Lyme
Handley footpath 13 following suggestions from Joyce. We have a plaque and as a
tribute to her we are planning long, medium and short walks starting from Nelson Pit
car park on Tuesday 15 January. It is a short distance to where we will locate the plaque
and after a stop there, the three walks will go their separate ways.
On Saturday 8 June we are having a 40 km walk (for those still fit enough), although
there will be alternative walks of 24 km, 16 km and 8 km on the day all covering various
stretches of The Gritstone Trail. The walking groups will meet along the way (although
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not necessarily all at the same time). This will be quite a logistical challenge for Brian
Griffiths, but we are confident that he is up to the task.
We will have a ‘posh’ celebratory dinner at the Deanwater hotel on Friday 14 June, with
guest speaker Peter Slack, a farmer from Taxal, who has numerous hilarious tales to tell
– mainly concerning Ramblers lost on his land. I have heard him speak before and
would recommend him to anyone to enjoy his humour.
For some time now Alan Catherall and John Goodman have been working away in order
to enable a new footpath route. Negotiations are still finely balanced, so it would be
unwise to give out too many details at this stage, but hopefully in the second half of the
programme there will be a 15.5 mile walk to celebrate this achievement. This should be
another significant milestone in our 40th celebrations.
Other social events include a talk with photographs on Friday 22 February by Gwen
Sproston and Linda Brackenbury on their epic Land’s End to John O’Groats walk.
These talks are usually ‘sold out’ so be sure to book your tickets early in order to avoid
disappointment. There will also be social meals in Wilmslow (4 February ) and on the
Judith Mary Restaurant boat in the summer.
There will be a week-end away at Church Stretton (26 April) and a coach trip to Hawes
(3 August ). We hope that there will be something for everybody to enjoy; some old and
some new events but hopefully a memorable year for all members.
We do have a 40th anniversary logo (please use wherever and whenever appropriate)
and we will have some items for members to purchase, treasure and keep for years to
come! (Editor: You will see the logo on page 1.)
Finally, I would like to add a sincere and personal “Thank You” to all who have helped
out over the past year. Truly this is an excellent Ramblers Group and it is a privilege to
be a member and your Chairman.

Grenham
Ireland

Footpath Matters

The annual survey of the footpaths in our area is now complete thanks to the hard work
of Tony Battilana and our team of 39 Footpath Inspectors who braved the recent wet
weather to walk all the footpaths in their parishes and report on the condition of the
paths. Each path was graded as good (A), acceptable (B), useable with difficulty (C) or
obstructed (D) and all the faults noted. This data was entered into our path database, by
the Inspectors or Footpath Committee (FPC) members, using the new interface designed
by Roger Fielding. This allowed us to gauge the state of our path network for each parish
as shown in the accompanying table (see page 17). Overall 69% of our paths are in top
condition (compared with 70% last year) and only 4% are obstructed (5% last year) in
one way or another.
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I have just returned from our regular biannual meeting with Cheshire East Council
(CEC) Maintenance Officers with whom we discussed a priority list of the obstructed
paths drawn from the 2012 survey. Neil Collie has taken a special interest in producing
a priority list for the FPC to consider. We need to prioritise the obstructed paths since
some paths are still walkable albeit not on the correct or definitive line. Our data is
useful to the CEC officers and the meetings are useful to obtain information about
CEC's progress in solving these problems. Sometimes the problems with paths are
complex and take many years to resolve, especially as there is currently a moratorium
on CEC spending on footpaths, until the next financial year, except for emergencies.
However, it was heartening to realise that the problem paths raised as a priority last year
have now all been resolved satisfactorily.
The footpath improvement project between the canal and Throstlenest Farm (mentioned
last time) is now completed. This project was in memory of Joyce Blanchard, involved
contractor work to improve to the surface in three places and was funded by the Group
and from the Special Footpath Fund. This fund received contributions from Nora
Shercliff and Derek Smith's family for which we are most grateful. Walks (short,
medium and long) using the improved path are planned for January 15th at the launch
of the Group's 40th Anniversary Year events. Plans are also in train for the Group to
organise more frequent working parties next year to do minor footpath improvement
works so watch out for further communications about these.
Even if you are not keen to wield a spade, there is still an opportunity to contribute to
maintaining our footpath network by joining the Footpath Committee which always
welcomes 'new blood'. The Committee , which has only six meetings a year, considers
all proposed path diversions and other changes to footpaths notified by CEC as well as
path problem reports from Ramblers Central Office, Ramblers members or members of
the public. These often need to be investigated and followed up with letters or site visits.
I am grateful for current members of the Footpath Committee: Dave Barraclough, Tony
Battilana, Alan Catherall, Neil Collie, Peter Cummins and Graham Walker for sharing
the work this year. I have now stood down as Footpath Secretary but we have yet to find
a replacement. I would just like to end by thanking all the members of the FPC, the main
committee and all the Inspectors for their help over the last three years.

Ken
Hobbs

Recce Expenses

It has been custom and practice to let walk leaders on coach trips have a free seat, to
compensate for their expenses in carrying out a recce in advance of the trip. With the
rising cost of fuel this is no longer an adequate recompense, so your Committee has
decided that, from 2013, these costs will be reimbursed (in line with arrangements for
weekends away), in place of the free seat.
This means that, with increasing coach charges, the minimum charge for coach trips
(including tip for the driver) will need to rise to £13.50 per person for next year.
However, this still represents good value for a grand day out!
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Brian
Griffiths

Membership Matters

Membership continues to decline; down 88 to 660 in the last 2 years. This follows a
very successful membership drive 3 years ago. Undoubtedly the economic situation is
a major contributory factor. Most other clubs and voluntary organisations report declining membership. Your committee will be discussing the issue at its next meeting with a
view to perhaps launching another membership drive. Any ideas and offers of help from
members will be most welcome.
This year has seen a big improvement in membership services at Central Office. Instead
of having to wait up to 2 months we now get weekly updates of new members. There
are, of course still blips, with data sometimes being transposed. One problem that does
arise is incorrect email addresses. As this is now the prime way of communicating with
members could you please ensure that the membership secretary is informed promptly
of any changes. You will have noticed that every month or two Ramblers East Cheshire
send out emails to you with, for example, information on forthcoming activities. If
perchance, you don't seem to be receiving these then please check your spam box.
Otherwise inform the membership secretary.

Graham
Beech

Website News

Actually, there’s not a lot to report. The site has been refreshed somewhat with a
simplified layout. The home page now has a constantly updated list of walks for the next
seven days and the Group News page is less cluttered, with outdated items stored in a
larger Archive section. There is a Leaders Page, designed in anticipation of the longawaited online system that may combine weekend and mid-week walks, and permit
leaders not only to enter details of their walks but also to revise them at a later date.
Technical problems have delayed the launch of this system. In the meantime, the forum
continues as an important way for us to publicise our walks – even though the date order
of the entries is not easy to control.
There is now a separate page for Self-Guided Walks under the main “Our Walks”
heading. It would be good to receive more walks for this section and it really is easy to
submit them. We need the walk description as a standard text file, a sketch map either
as hard copy or in computer readable form, and a couple of photographs. Send
everything to webmaster@ramblerseastcheshire.org.uk.
I am aware of some minor technical problems on the site such as external links not
working for some webmail (e.g. Hotmail) users - this is being worked on. Spam on the
forum was a problem at one stage, which entailed a period when the forum had to be
“moderated” (all entries inspected before being posted) prior to a technical tweak to
distract the spammers. In theory, this should not happen when the new Leaders system
is operational!
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Before too long, we should refresh our Links pages – so send me suggestions for likely
link-exchange partners. Link exchange is one of the ways to get better Google rankings,
so this is an important exercise. Our photograph galleries need new entries and perhaps
some older ones might eventually fade away. There are many external services (e.g.
Flickr, Picasa, Facebook) but I hope you’ll also donate your ECR pictures to our own
website and help us to publicise the walks that you have enjoyed. Incidentally –
photographs in our galleries can now be displayed at a much larger size than before, and
with much better quality; this does depend on what you send to me, and the extent (if
any) to which you have reduced the file size but, basically, any pictures wider than 1000
pixels will be reduced to 1000 pixels (still quite big!) whereas smaller pictures will be
displayed at their original sizes.
(Graham also advises: “Pixels is the easiest way to describe the size of a picture. If
people have cameras with, say, an 8 megapixel sensor, their typical jpegs will be about
3 to 4 megapixels. They can either send me their pictures as they come out of the camera
or reduce them themselves - and one of the dimensions used by resizing software is the
width in terms of the number of pixels. Set this to 1000 or just send me the unresized
image - but be aware that some compact cameras have much larger sensors so the
unresized images could be too big to email!”)

Trips ‘n‘ Tramps (Morecambe Bay)

Steve
Hull

One of the more unusual walks in the history of the group was organised by Brian
Griffiths on 14 July in aid of Edale Mountain Rescue and led by the official Queen’s
Guide Cedric Robinson MBE. I had wanted to walk across Morecambe Bay for many
years and am very grateful to Brian for providing the opportunity. (Editor: Her Majesty
regretted that she was unable to accept Brian’s invitation to join us this time.)
The timing of walks across
Morecambe Bay are determined by the tides, so we
had time for a lunch stop in
Morecambe itself after a
comparatively late start from
Cheshire.
Our esteemed leader Brian
Griffiths and others who
spurned the Editor’s
alfresco dining emporium,
amused themselves by being
photographed with Eric
Morecambe.
Photo: Roger Norton
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We had been promised fish and chips in Morecambe by Brian, but fish and chips could
not be found, so most of the party went to the Midland Hotel, where the arrival of people
wanting food and drink seemed to take the staff by surprise.
The editor led several of us to a more down market alfresco eating place where they did
at least seem to be expecting customers.
On arrival at Arnside where the walk started we found several hundred people waiting,
including Chris Bonnington who was heading a party from Friends of the Lake District.
Eventually we started under the leadership of the Queen’s guide Cedric Robinson and a
single helper. Despite the haphazard organisation Cedric does not seem to have lost
many people in the nearly 50 years he has been leading the crossing. The first mile or
so of the walk followed the embankment of the bay until we reached the beach where
the actual crossing of the sands began. There was a lengthy delay while the end of the
party caught up with the leader. Some estimated that there were as many as 800 walkers.

This photograph was taken by Sue Thersby. Undoubtedly, her intention was to photograph your
esteemed and much celebrated editor but some
guy called Chris Bonnington and Cedric the
Queens’s Guide somehow got in on the act.
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Continued on
page 9

The important decision was now whether to go barefoot or to wear shoes and socks. On
the whole barefoot seemed to be more comfortable except for a few places where the
sand was in hard ridges. Only in a few places were we in danger of sinking into the sand.
Apparently the river crossing was shallower and wider than usual. The crossing was
quite straightforward and the water did not get much above most peoples’ knees. The
attempt by one younger member of our party to swim across was a failure. Having
crossed the river, we thought the most difficult bit was over, but the trickiest part was
the salt marsh that lay between the river and Kent’s Bank where the coach was waiting
with dry shoes. Crossing the marsh involved jumping across creeks from one slippery
bank to the other.
One of the highlights of the walk was the fine views of the Lake District hills from an
unusual angle, made all the better by the fine weather in a wet summer. In the end we
had walked about 8 miles to cross over the sands.

The two photos above were taken by Min Zi. I see her son Dan in the right hand one, and in the
other I see the author of this article Steve Hull although I am not quite sure what he is doing with
Janet! Roger Norton took the photos below which feature several of our members including our
hard-working organiser Brian Griffiths (whom you will recognise from the Morecambe photo).
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Trips ‘n‘ Tramps (Dolgellau)

Ralph
Atherton

We graciously permitted Ann Thompson to organise a long weekend away (12-14
October) in Dolgellau and as she once again did the job brilliantly well we are kindly
going to let her do some more. She organised the walking programme and the dining,
as well as leading two walks herself.
Most of us arrived on Friday and dined convivially at Dolserau Hall or the Royal Ship,
and again truly memorably at the group dinner on Saturday night at Y Sospan in a most
interesting hall of Tudor period with its macabre witch tree plaster and historic fireplace.
My cod atop barrels of leek all mounted on saute potatoes and bathed in pine nut sauce
is a dish I will never forget. (“Get on with it you say, what about the walks?”)
On Saturday, Margaret and I and 20
others went on the medium walk led by
Ann Thompson which began with the
bus to Barmouth. There was some rain
as well as blue sky and sun which made
this walk a spectacular rainbow experience. The route took us over Barmouth
Bridge, up past the Arthog Falls which
were in full torrent., The beautiful Llynnau Cregennen and back to Dolgellau
via the Kings Youth Hostel.

Meanwhile John Irwin led the short walkers on the New Precipice and Mawddach Trail
and Roger Fielding led the long walkers on the complete 14 mile Cadair Idris ridge.
Roger writes:
“After a high speed dash by bus to Barmouth
six of us (see photo taken by Roger)
enjoyed what must be one of the best
walks in the UK – along the ridge which
includes Cadair Idris as its highest
point. The weather was mostly kind
although cloud descended on us at the
summit and we were back in Dolgellau
in time for tea. The photo shows the
party attempting to recover from the
excitement of the bus ride near the start
of the walk with Barmouth Bay in the
background.”
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On Sunday I went on Ann’s long
walk when on a day blessed with
much sunshine, nine of us ascended
Diffwys (2500 feet). Roger Fielding’s camera’s self timer photo is taken
from the summit trig point. Another

superb walk. The medium walkers
led by Sue and Chris Munslow
walked the New Precipice and
moorland and estuary round Bontddu, while Jane Gay’s short walkers
walked on nearby hills from the
Mawddach Estuary at Penmaenpool.

Brian
Griffiths

Incident Training

There was an unfortunate accident on a medium walk I was leading in July,which
resulted in a member being taken by ambulance to hospital.
Walking on the West side of Dovedale between Halldale and Milldale one of our
members tripped and hit his head on a stone. As is usual with head injuries there was
a lot of blood. He was badly shaken, nauseous,and suffering from shock. Martin Cave
and myself took charge of the situation,with Martin administering first aid, utilising
our first aid kits.
There being no mobile signal, an experienced walker was sent ahead the half mile to
Milldale to call for an ambulance. Having recovered slightly the injured member was
judged to be fit enough to walk to Milldale. It took us nearly an hour to get him to
Milldale as the path is pretty rough in places, and he was unsteady on his feet.
He was given a scan at Macclesfield hospital, and his wound was treated and glued.
Given the all clear, he was told to take it easy for a few days.
Martin is a Peak District ranger, so has been on incident training and first aid courses.
I myself attended the first incident training course at the Hollowford Centre organised
and subsidised by East Cheshire Ramblers. This stood us in good stead to deal with the
accident. I would urge all walking members to go on one of our incident training
courses as you never know when your experience will be needed. I for one found it
invaluable in the circumstances. We will be organising another one (our 4th) in 2013,
so if you are interested please let Jane Gay know Jane.gay@tiscali.co.uk
It is amazing how many members do not carry first aid kits on walks. I have used mine
several times on our walks, but never on myself. They are inexpensive, and lightweight
and take up little room, so next time you go to the supermarket or Boots put one in your
basket; you never know when you'll need it.
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3rd Bollington Walking Festival

Sandra
Edwards

This year the Bollington Walking Festival was blessed with some excellent sunny
weather and there were lots of enthusiastic and committed walkers. Some are now
regular attendees including one walker who walks in from Macclesfield to join the long
walks and then walks home at the end. The midweek long walk led by David Gylee
attracted 44 walkers which I believe is the record number so far! Saturday’s Long walk
to the Cat and Fiddle was well attended on a glorious day and the 16 miles and 3,800
feet of climb was done in excellent time.
This is the moment to congratulate the ECR leaders who continue to find varied walks
while all starting from one of the car parks in Bollington. We all know the effort that
goes in to this preparation and it is this variety that brings walkers back again the
following year. I’m glad of this opportunity to say thank you for their major contribution to the success of the Festival.
The Bridgend Centre continues to lead their own well established programme of walks
of different length and themes. One of our ECR members led a new walk entitled ‘High
Tea’ from there up to Common Barn which attracted 35 walkers and proved once more
that enduring link between walkers and tea with homemade cake.
We also have walks with heritage, art and photography themes, and this year saw the
introduction of a geocache walk aimed at families enjoying half term by Camp4, the
independent specialists in outdoor clothing and equipment , tucked away in Pickford
Street in Macclesfield. Along with Bollington Town Council, they have been one of our
major sponsors in a year where we had to raise our own funds.

Why do I enjoy Hill Walking?

Tony
Walker

For sometime now I’ve been looking for an essay which comprehensively describes
why I like hill walking. Although I know what makes up the main elements; I’ve been
looking for a professionally written essay which puts it all together with the right words.
Reading books from the library of well known walkers who are also good authors such
as Alfred Wainwright and R.L.Stevenson, is one way of finding the answer and the
following book “A Pennine Journey” by Wainwright was walked and written in
September 1938, and contains the following passage:“Oh, how can I put into words the joys of a walk over country such as this; the scenes
that delight the eyes, the blessed peace of mind, the sheer exuberance which fills your
soul as you tread the firm turf? This is something to be lived, not read about. On these
breezy heights, a transformation is wondrously wrought within you. Your thoughts are
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simple, in tune with your surroundings; the complicated problems you brought with you
from the town are smoothed away. Up here, you are near your Creator; you are
conscious of the infinite; you gain new perspectives; thoughts run in new strange
channels; there are stirrings in your soul which are quite beyond the power of my pen to
describe. Something happens to you in the silent places which never could in the towns,
and it is a good thing to sit awhile in a quiet spot and meditate. The hills have a power
to soothe and heal which is their very own. No man ever sat alone on the top of a hill
and planned a murder or a robbery, and no man ever came down from the hills without
feeling in some way refreshed, and the better for his experience.”
Wainwright did this walk to escape the terrible atmosphere before the war with Germany
when he was past thirty years old so I expect he developed further his love of walking
and his ability to put his thoughts into words.
I am continuing my search but if anybody knows of another essay I would appreciate
them letting me know; my email address is mawalker@uwclub.net.

Letters to the Editor
from Louise Winstanley
I have been shocked on a couple of walks recently, when my fellow Ramblers have
climbed over gates. This despite there being a perfectly good stile. Presumably this is to
avoid the inconvenience of waiting in a queue. Apart from being quite baffled at the
apparent desire to rush ahead and complete walks in record time (don't even get me
going on that one...) - it is against the Countryside Code - and I quote - "Use gates, stiles
or gaps in fields boundaries if you can - climbing over walls, hedges and fences can
damage them and increase the risk of farm animals escaping".
By using gates they mean opening them if possible - climbing over gates causes the
hinges to drop and therefore damage. This sort of irresponsible behaviour will bring our
good name into disrepute and antagonise land owners who bear the cost of replacing
them - it must stop!
We talk a great deal in Ramblers about our rights - but we should not forget that along
with rights go responsibilities.
(Editor: I agree with Louise and I would add that some people, while not climbing over gates,
see them all as a challenge and go to great lengths to open them when it is obvious that the farmer
does not intend them to be opened and where there is a perfectly good stile. Where there is no
stile or it is in a dangerous state of decay and the gate will not open easily, then it is permissible
to climb over. Anyone who opens a heavy gate which has dropped on its hinges is responsible for
closing it again and not leaving it to the back marker. I know one member who has had years of
back trouble which started on a walk with lifting a gate that had dropped on its hinges.
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From Elizabeth Cresswell
On a Thursday in September it was my turn to lead a mid week walk of eight miles from
Pym Chair. The morning had started very wet, but an improvement for later on was
promised. I had set off in good time, but as I was turning into Adlington road I found
that police had closed it due to an accident. The ensuing diversion took up quite a
considerable time and I arrived at the wet, fog shrouded car park at precisely three
minutes past 10 o’clock, only to find it completely deserted, as expected.
I decided to wait for some time in case somebody else had been held up too. After ten
minutes four people from Wilmslow arrived and so we decided on a low level walk
along the reservoirs. But luckily the day turned out fine.
On my return home I found an email from a fellow walker, concerned why I was not
there on time. So they left. Perhaps waiting for another ten to fifteen minutes might be
advisable.
Editor: Leaving less than 3 minutes after the starting time does seem a rather extreme reaction!
Even if a leader does not show (a very rare event) it is also very rare for no-one to turn up and
those who do will always appoint a new leader on the spot. There have been a couple of walks
in recent months when people have been delayed because of road closures due to roadworks or
accidents. In those cases it is normal for the leader to start a few minutes after their own delayed
arrival to allow time for other divertees to get to the start.

Melanie’s and Barry’s Garden
A big thank you from Melanie and Barry Davy to the many Ramblers who attended
their Open Garden on 14th/15th July. This raised £1,220 for NGS charities (principally
Macmillan Cancer Support & Marie Curie Cancer Care) and had an astonishing 350
visitors over the weekend, having had a maximum of 219 in previous years.

Members’ photographs
I just have space to squeeze in
Roger Norton’s shot of of members above Winnat’s Pass on Colin Park’s walk on 1 September.
It is no wonder they are waving
so cheerily -they are enjoying the
sun. Colin is the man on the right
of the group and the leftmost man
is your webmaster Graham
Beech.
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A Dozen Don’ts for Ramblers
Steve Osborne photographed this entertaining notice at the Mass Trespass Exhibition.
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Brian
Griffiths

Trekking in Nepal

It's still dark, and with a loud rap on the door our guide Surya announces "It's 5.30 and
the sun is rising!" Bleary eyed and freezing, Roger Norton and I struggle out of our
sleeping bags, whip on several layers of clothes and rush......well, stagger......, outside to
greet a most spectacular sunrise over the Annapurna Range. At 3300 metres the lodge
at Mohare Danda was the highest point of our trek through the Ghurka villages of the
Gurung and Magar peoples in October 2012.
The first week we trekked from Ghalegaon to Sikles
passing through Gurung villages. Several days involved
ascents of 1000 metres, and equally demanding descents
of several hundred metres. This is a relatively prosperous
area due in large part to the number of current and retired
Ghurkas from the British,Singaporean and Indian armies.
Life, however, is still lived pretty much as it has been for
hundreds of years, apart from hydro powered electricity
and the ubiquitous mobile phone. Electricity for most
means little more than a couple of 40 watt light bulbs.
Cooking is done on an open fire in the centre of the
dining/sitting/sleeping room. With no flue your eyes
immediately start to sting on entry.
The second week was equally challenging, trekking from Ghaleshwar to Naya Baishari
through the Magar villages. One day was spent trekking through a large rhododendron
forest where the trees grew to heights of over 30 metres. Being Autumn we could only
imagine the spectacular displays of Spring. The views of the terraced fields, forests and
valleys were magnificent, even without the snow clad peaks of the Annapurna Range.
This trek, however, was much more than enjoying the magnificent scenery. Experiencing how the peoples live and work, albeit on a superficial level was, for me, equally
memorable and enjoyable.

Surya, who was also my guide 2 years ago, is hoping to visit the UK in August 2013.
If he does come, then he and I intend presenting a joint slide show on trekking and
climbing in Nepal. Watch this space.
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Footpath matters (table)

Grenham
Ireland

You will need to zoom in on this page to make it more legible.
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